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A b stra c t
In this thesis predictions of polarisation observables are made for the elastic 
scattering of a quadrupole deformed spin |  projectile from a spherical spinless target 
below the Coulomb barrier. Re-orientation to the ground state only is considered.
For similar reactions at energies above the Coulomb barrier it is known that 
exact tidal symmetry allows for a simplification of the scattering problem which 
successfully gives predictions for polarisation observables. Exact tidal symmetry re­
quires an interaction potential to be diagonal in tidal spin and treats the momentum 
dependent centrifugal barrier approximately through the iso-centrifugal approxima­
tion.
In the present study the validity of the iso-centrifugal approximation below the 
Coulomb barrier is tested. Calculations are carried out using both classical and 
quantum mechanics and are found to be in close agreement with each other but 
fail to predict polarisation observables correctly, the iso-centrifugal approximation 
breaking down badly.
In an attem pt to understand why the iso-centrifugal approximation breaks down, 
a semi-classical method introduced by Sukumar and Brink is used. This method is 
based on a path integral formahsm and a consistent quantum mechanical treatm ent 
of both the relative motion and internal degrees of freedom. Expressions for polari­
sation observables to first order in the projectile quadrupole moment are developed 
and evaluated. These expressions are compared to quantum mechanical coupled 
channels calculations and other approximate semi-classical calculations; good agree­
ment is found.
The results of the tidal symmetry calculations are reproduced through the Suku­
mar and Brink technique by using an approximate time evolution operator and 
considering only certain contributions to the scattering, in effect making the iso­
centrifugal approximation. It is found tha t to correctly predict polarisation observ­
ables ‘angular’ contributions to the scattering cannot be ignored and the interplay 
between ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ contributions is discussed.
The validity of the ‘shape effect’ relations, which are obtained as a direct conse­
quence of tidal symmetry, is explored. The relations are obeyed well for backward 
angles but break down considerably for forward angles.
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C h a p ter  1 
In tro d u ctio n
In this thesis we study the elastic scattering of a quadrupole deformed spin |  pro­
jectile, scattering from a spherical spinless target below the Coulomb barrier. AU 
polarisation effects arise only from re-orientation in the quadrupole field generated 
by the deformed projectile, through a spin dependent potential in Satchler’s no­
tation [Sat 60]. CoupHng to inelastic states will not be considered. Predictions for 
polarisation effects can be made by exact quantum mechanical coupled channels 
calculations (e.g. Fresco [Tho 88]) and are used in this thesis as a means of compar­
ison; direct comparison with experiment requires a more complicated analysis and 
is not attem pted here.
It was shown by Gomez-Camacho and Johnson [Com 86], [Gom 88] that, for 
nuclear interactions above the Coulomb barrier, tidal symmetry in conjunction with 
the iso-centrifugal approximation predicts polarisation effects weU. Tidal symmetry 
is the phrase used to describe the invariance of momentum independent nucleus- 
nucleus interactions under rotations of both nuclei about the vector joining them. 
In the tidal symmetry basis, | I K J M j ) ,
I . r  I I K J M j )  =  K  I I K J M j ) ,  (1.0.1)
where I  is the spin of the projectile, r  the vector joining the two nuclei and K  the 
tidal spin.
In this thesis we test the validity of calculations predicting polarisation observ­
ables using tidal symmetry and the iso-centrifugal approximation for reactions of 
low energy, below the Coulomb barrier. Exact tidal symmetry [Gom 88] requires 
the interaction potential to be diagonal in the tidal spin. The quadrupole potential 
is diagonal in K  with diagonal matrix elements, denoted by . Calculations with
y treated as a central potential for each K,  can be easily performed using clas­
sical mechanics. For this reason, in the present study, predictions for polarisation 
effects calculated through tidal symmetry with the use of the iso-centrifugal approx­
imation are performed using classical mechanics. In this thesis such a calculation 
is referred to as the ‘classical’ calculation. This ‘classical’ calculation is performed 
computationally to find the transverse tensor analysing power ^Tgo for all angles. An 
expression for at backward angles is also produced. This ‘classical’ calculation 
is compared to a quantum mechanical coupled channels calculation. Fresco [Tho 88], 
performed in the spin channel basis j L I J M j ) .  It is found that these calculations are 
not in agreement with each other and that the iso-centrifugal approximation breaks 
down badly. This is somewhat surprising since in the thesis of Khudeir [Khu 91] a 
param eter known as the ‘Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter’, is given which
predicts tha t the iso-centrifugal approximation should be best at backward angles.
Semi-classical calculations using the Sukumar and Brink technique [Suk 93] are 
also performed in order to shed light on why the ‘classical’ calculation, using tidal 
symmetry and the iso-centrifugal approximation, failed to predict polarisation ef­
fects correctly. The Sukumar and Brink technique is based on Alder and W inther 
theory [Aid 66] in which the relative motion of the projectile and target is described 
by a Rutherford orbit whilst the internal degrees of freedom are treated quantum 
mechanically. However, the Sukumar and Brink technique employs the path integral 
method of Pechukas [Pec 69] as well as a consistent quantum mechanical treatm ent 
of both the relative motion and the internal degrees of freedom to allow for the
influence of the quadrupole interaction on the relative motion of the projectile and 
target.
Using the Sukumar and Brink technique aU second rank tensor analysing powers, 
Tgg, in the Madison frame [Bar 71] are obtained to first order in ~ and Q (where t] is 
the Sommerfeld parameter and Q the spectroscopic quadrupole moment) for aU an­
gles, both analytically and computationally. Expressions for these analysing powers 
at backward angles are given specifically. The formula for T20 is found to agree with 
the previous findings of Grawert [Gra 89] for all angles and, at backward angles, 
with those of Clement [Cle 70], both of whom do not evaluate the other analysing 
powers in their approaches. The expressions for as given by the Sukumar and 
Brink technique agree well with the quantum mechanical coupled channels calcula­
tions of Fresco, which also calculates all Tgg. The results of the Sukumar and Brink 
technique show that the ‘shape effect’ relations [Tun 89], [Joh 90] are obeyed well 
for scattering at backward angles but break down considerably for forward angles.
The results of the ‘classical’ calculation are also reproduced, to very good agree­
ment, through the Sukumar and Brink technique by using the interaction potential 
and by considering only ‘radial’ or ‘in-plane’ contributions. The same results 
are obtained, also to very good agreement, from the Fresco calculation by using 
the potential and a formula for the transverse tensor analysing power, ^T 2 o\ a 
formula generated as a direct result of the iso-centrifugal approximation.
In a pubhcation by Grawert [Gra 89] ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ contributions to the 
scattering are identified. It is found that at backward angles the ‘classical’ calcula­
tion gives rise to Grawert’s ‘radial’ contribution. At backward angles Grawert gives 
the ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ contributions to be related by a factor of -2. In this thesis, 
not only is this supported, but it is found that the two contributions are Hnked by 
a factor of approximately -2 for aU angles.
In this thesis equations are numbered the first time they are given and not on
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successive occasions so that their labelling is unique. Graphs are given at the end of 
the relevant Chapters, whilst diagrams are given in the text. For illustrative purposes 
the reaction ^Li on ^®Ni at 10 MeV is always used, unless otherwise stated. Both 
the computational, ‘classical’ and Sukumar and Brink calculations were performed 
on a Sun Sparc Station 2 whilst the quantum mechanical Fresco calculations were 
performed on an Alliant FX2800 Concentrix.
1.1 O v erv iew
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the validity of the iso-centrifugal approxi­
mation in the context of tidal symmetry below the Coulomb barrier. In doing this 
various classical, semi-classical, and quantum mechanical calculations are performed 
and compared, the results of which not only shed Hght on the original aim but on 
the ‘shape effect’ relations and the interplay between ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ effects 
in the scattering.
C hapter 2: T idal Sym m etry Formalism
Coupled channels formalism in the channel spin basis and tidal symmetry basis 
are given, as well as details of the iso-centrifugal approximation. The definition of 
polarisation observables are given. The interaction potential for the elastic Coulomb 
scattering of a quadrupole deformed spin |  projectile, scattering from a spherical 
spinless target, is derived. From this a potential diagonal in ÜT, necessary for the 
tidal symmetry formalism, is obtained. The ‘Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter’ 
which reflects the validity of the iso-centrifugal approximation is also given.
C hapter 3: Classical Calculations
The relative motion of two bodies interacting under a central potential is given by 
classical mechanics, along with the computational and numerical techniques to allow 
the calculation of polarisation observables. At backward angles a hnear relationship 
between and the quadrupole moment of the projectile is shown. It is found
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that the iso-centrifugal approximation breaks down and the ‘Coulomb iso-centrifugal 
param eter’ fails to predict this.
C hapter 4; Sem i-C lassical Calculations
The Sukumar and Brink technique is introduced and explained. The time evolution 
operator required by the Sukumar and Brink technique is obtained, to first order 
in the quadrupole moment. Polarisation observables are given both analytically 
and computationally. Comparison with other semi-classical calculations, e.g. Graw­
ert [Gra 89], and quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations using Fresco 
[Tho 88] are given, along with the details of the Fresco calculations. It is found 
tha t the ‘shape effect’ relations are obeyed at backward angles but break down 
considerably at forward angles.
C hapter 5: D iscussion o f R esults
The results of Chapters 3 and 4 are discussed in detail. The results of the ‘classical’ 
calculation are reproduced by performing both a special Sukumar and Brink calcu­
lation and a special Fresco calculation. ‘Radial’ and ‘angular’ contributions to the 
scattering are discussed.
C hapter 6: Sum m ary and Suggestions for Future W ork
A brief summary of each Chapter is given along with suggestions for future work.
C h ap ter  2 
T id a l S y m m etry  F orm alism
2.1 C o u p led  C h a n n els  F o rm a lism  in  th e  | L I J M j )  
B a sis
To describe the scattering of two nuclei we must solve the following equation,
£ ( ; £ > • -  ÿ )  +  f ) +  m o )  $ ( r , 0  =  0 ,  (2.1.1)
where (  represents the internal degrees of freedom of the two nuclei. The potential 
y ( r ,  ^) in equation (2.1.1) is the interaction potential and is addressed in section 
2.4. For an exact solution, in the channel spin basis | L I J M j ) ,  we need to solve the 
coupled radial equations [Sat 83],
+  Ç  F / i '( ’’)/L'Lo(^) =  0, (2.1.2)
with the boundary condition,
fL „  . (2.1.3)
where k is the wave number, the coupling potential, the scattering —
0-^ 0 the Coulomb phase, the S-matrix and H j^ {kt) is the out-going
Coulomb function.
In the channel spin representation, | L I J M j ) ,  J  and M j  are conserved and the 
centrifugal term  within the kinetic energy operator is diagonal in L  but the coupling 
potential is not.
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In this study we use quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations per­
formed using Fresco [Tho 88], in the channel spin basis, for comparison with various 
classical and semi-classical calculations. Fresco calculates the solution to the cou­
pled equations shown in equation (2.1.2) with the boundary condition of equation 
(2.1.3). Direct comparison with experiment is not attem pted since experimental 
data includes inelastic scattering as well as elastic scattering and separation of the 
two is inexact.
Various input parameters for Fresco, along with the details of the calculations, 
are given in section 4.5.
2 .2  T id a l S y m m e tr y  F o rm a lism
Tidal symmetry is the term  used to describe the invariance of momentum inde­
pendent interactions, between two nuclei, under rotations of both nuclei about the 
vector joining them.
To introduce the tidal symmetry formalism we wiU use this section to sum­
marise the work of Gomez-Camacho and Johnson and others, [Gom 86], [Gom 87], 
[Gom 88], [Khu 91].
To take advantage of tidal symmetry we use a different basis from the channel 
spin basis, | L I J M j ) ,  in which J  and M j  are still conserved but the quantity K  is 
introduced in place of L. This basis is the tidal symmetry basis | I K J M j ) ,  where 
the quantity K  is given by equation (1.0.1),
l - v \ I K J M j ) ^ K \ I K J M j ) ,
and is referred to as the tidal spin, whilst I - f i s  referred to as the tidal spin 
operator. However, unlike in the channel spin basis, the centrifugal term  in the 
tidal spin basis couples eigenstates of different K  and can change the tidal spin by
±1, but the coupling potential is diagonal in K.  Looking at the m atrix elements of 
in terms of the tidal spin basis we see,
I L:: I T K J M j)  =  (2 .2 .4 )
where,
B ‘k' k  =  ( J (  J  +  1) +  / ( I  +  1) -  fg-jT -
+  1) -  K 'K \[J{J  +  1) -  K ’K] Sk '±i k - (2.2.5)
By manipulating the n^^Lt-hand side of the above equation we can create a term  
diagonal in K  such that.
{IK'J'M'j  I I?  I I K J M j ) =
r  .
L{L -f ^)^K'K +
where L  is at present some arbitrary number and is referred to as the non-iso- 
centrifugal potential which does not conserve K .  Using equations (2.2.4)-(2.2.6) it 
was shown that in the tidal symmetry basis [Gom 88],
(  dJ' Z(Z -f 1) 2^  rJL , irK/„\xJL
2m  \ dr^
E  2mr^ ^KK'fic^Ka (’■) -  0) (2.2.7)
where is given by,
I U(r, 0  I JM j) =  f (2.2.8)
Exact tidal symmetry is obtained when the term is ignored. The quantity L
is chosen such that the neglect of C^ij^ is minimised. It was shown this is obtained
when [Gom 88],
L = (2.2.9)
The ne^U-dr of the non-iso-centrifugal term, and the choice of L, in equation
(2.2.9), is referred to as the ‘iso-centrifugal’ approximation [Gom 88]. So exact tidal
symmetry gives,
-  £  =  0. (2.2.10) 
with the boundary condition,
^LK [h I { k r)  -  S^^Hi ,{Kr)) . (2.2.H )
The S matrices of the two bases are related by,
Si'L = Y , { L ' I J  I I K J ) S ^ ^ { I K J  | L I J ) ,  (2.2.12)
K
where,
{L ' l J  I / i r j )  =  i - ^ j ( L ' O I K  I JAT), (2.2.13)
and.
{IKJ  I i l j )  =  {-i)-^h{LOIK  I J i s T ) .  ( 2. 2. 14)
The quantity L = y/2L +  1 and (T'O/K | JAT) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
[Bri 62]. Because L  depends on L and L' the iso-centrifugal approximation only has 
meaning when the S m atrix elements are given in the standard LIJ basis. Using the 
iso-centrifugal approximation we calculate the S matrix between two orbits using 
the average centrifugal barrier of those orbits.
The scattering ampHtude can be written as,
/M 'M (k/, ki) =  fc{&s)SM'M +  k*), (2.2.15)
where fc{^s)  is the Coulomb ampHtude and,
Æ ’m  E  l T A ( k . ) % ' A ' ( L )  { s I l  -  Sl 'l )  X
L 'L K 'K J M j
{LKIM I JMj)(L'k'IM'  I ( 2. 2. 10)
The quantities k* and k / are the incident and final momenta. Substituting the S 
matrix for the iso-centrifugal approximation we obtain,
&  = ^  E y Z A ( & ! ) % ' A ' ( k y )  (e 'Z c t (£ 0/ j r  I JiT ) X
L ' L k ' h J M j K
L L 'J -H ^^ -^^ {L A IM  I JM j){L 'OIK  | JK ) { L 'M I M '  | J M j) .  (2.2.17)
Using the properties of rotation matrices, it was shown by Gomez-Camacho
and Johnson [Gom 88] that this leads to,
ki) ~  E (2.2.18)
K
where /^W (^g) is given by,
/^<")(e.) -  ^ E i^Plicose .)  ( e - . (2.2.19)
The quantity k  is the recoil direction, the bisector of k% and k /, and 6g the scattering
angle. If we place the z axis along the recoil direction then equation (2.2.18) becomes,
f w M  — ( 2 .2 .20 )
K
f w M  -  /"^ < "> (« .)W . (2.2.21)
Therefore, in a coordinate system with the z  axis along the recoil direction tidal 
symmetry, with the inclusion of the iso-centrifugal approximation, predicts tha t the 
scattering amplitude is diagonal in the tidal spin K.
2 .3  P o la r isa tio n  O b serv a b les
The differential cross-section for elastic scattering from an unpolarised beam is given
by,
=  ÿ T ï ^ ,  I I''
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da
dO,
where /mm'(^s) are elastic scattering amphtudes. Polarisation observables wiU be 
expressed in terms of standard (Madison) spherical analysing power tensors [Bar 71], 
Tfeg, where k  =  0 ,1..27 and —k < q < k. These Tkq determine the differential cross- 
section for a polarised beam, of an arbitrary initial state of the spin I  projectile 
according to,
(s). (‘
The tkq, k =  0, 1..2 / and ~ k  < q < k, specify the initial polarisation state of
the beam and are the expectation values of the spherical tensor operators Tkq with
respect to the density m atrix p of the incident beam.
P = (2.3.25)1/
where are statistical weight factors, associated with the normalised states | %/), 
such tha t normalisation gives,
=  1. (2.3.26)
The tensors Tkq are given by,
{Ip I Tkq I Ii') =  k{Ivkq  I p) ,  (2.3.27)
and have the property [Sat 83](p.348),
4  =  ( - ) ’n ,- ,. (2.3.28)
In other words Tkq is a measure of the sensitivity of a reaction to a particular 
beam polarisation. In terms of the elastic scattering ampHtude the analysing powers 
are given by,
T race( f{0 . )P(e . ) )  '  ^  ^ ^
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From Hermiticity the Tkq have the property that [Sat 83](p.347),
(2.3.30)
From the property of Tkq shown in equation (2.3.30) and those of parity invariance 
[Sat 83](p.319) it is found that Tgg consists of three real independent functions. For 
example, in the Madison frame these three real observables are Tgo, T21 and T22, in 
the transverse frame they are and the real and the imaginary parts of T22. Once 
the complete set of analysing powers are obtained in one coordinate system they can 
be reproduced in any other frame by use of the appropriate rotation, see Appendix 
A. If a coordinate system is such that its y  axis is along X  k / and the z  axis in any 
direction within the scattering plane, for example the Madison frame (Appendix A), 
it is known that parity and angular momentum conservation give rise to Tkq being 
purely real for an even k and purely imaginary for odd k [Sat 83](p.348). For a 
coordinate system with the % axis in a direction such that the spin projection along 
tha t direction is conserved, the analysing powers Tkq within that system will be zero 
except when g =  0 since the scattering amplitude /mm' will be diagonal in M , see 
section 2.2. As equation (2.2.21) showed, tidal symmetry and the iso-centrifugal 
approximation give rise to the conservation of the tidal spin K  when the z axis is 
along the recoil direction.
RT^ g =  0, g ^  0, (2.3.31)
where ^Tkq are the analysing powers in a coordinate system with the z  axis along 
the recoil direction, k% — ky/ j k  ^ — ky |, and the y axis along the normal to the 
scattering plane, k  ^ X  ky/ | k% X  ky |. Equation (2.3.31) is an expression of the 
so-called ‘shape effect’ relations [Tun 89], [Joh 90]. Taking the most general form of 
the shape effect relations [Joh 90],
•) (2,3.32)
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an analysing power can be given in a particular system by replacing q, the momen­
tum  recoil direction, by the polar angles of the momentum recoil direction of the 
frame being considered. It is worth noting that although conservation of spin along 
the recoil direction, I  • q, immediately implies the validity of the shape effect rela­
tions, the reverse is not necessarily true. The validity of the shape effect relations 
does not imply the conservation of I  q  [Joh 90].
The tensor analysing power is given by,
2 ' ' 2 ' '
It was shown by Gomez-Camacho and Johnson [Gom 86] that if equation (2.3.31) 
held, a rotation of to the transverse frame would give,
where the subscripts |  and |  refer to the conserved tidal spin value along the recoil 
direction. The transverse tensor analysing power describes the difference in cross- 
sections between an ahgned beam and an unahgned beam at a particular angle, and 
is a measurable quantity.
2 .4  T h e  C o u lo m b  In te r a c tio n
In the following treatm ent the interaction is considered to be of sufficiently 
low energy such that only Coulomb forces interact. The target nucleus is treated 
as a point, whereas the deformed projectile wiU be considered to be of a finite size. 
The potential is a function of the positions of aU the projectile’s constituent point 
charges with respect to the target.
V  =  V ( r i ,r 2 , . . . . r ^ „ ) ,  (2 .4 .35)
with there being Zp point charges in the projectile nucleus. Considering the Coulomb
13
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Z p
Figure 2.1: Diagram of the interaction between a deformed projectile and spherical 
spinless target.
force only, the potential V  can be written as,
,22(6
The following expansion is valid provided r > Vi,
K =  y ' r - î — r- (2.4.36)' r,- — r
=  (2.4.37)
where Pi is a Legendre polynomial and % r* is the angle between r  and r^. We can 
write the potential of equation (2.4.36) as follows,
V = zt e^'^J2Pi{cos0i^i.) (2.4.38)
i = i  I ^
Now if we consider $ jmj to be an internal state of the projectile (7 being spin and
M i  a spin projection) and consider re-orientation to a degenerate state only, we can
see tha t the matrix element,
(^iMi  I V  I (2.4.39)
will only contribute even terms in I, equation (2.4.38), due to parity arguments. 
Considering a spin |  projectile scattering from a spinless target we find,
{^IMj I V  I ^iM'j) — {^IMi I Y ]     Ii=l ^
+ I E  I  (2.4.40)
4 = 1
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2.4 .1  T h e Q uadrupole M om en t
Taking the definition of the spectroscopic quadrupole moment [Jel 90], for a posi­
tively charged distribution with an axis of symmetry along the z axis,
Q =  f  (2.4.41)
If we treat the protons as point charges then we can write the following m atrix 
element,
Q = {^11 I E  W  -  'f'i I  ^ii) -  (2.4.42)1=1
Using the Spherical Harmonics Addition theorem [Arf 85],
P„{cos8t,i,) =  E  i"n™*(f)r„™(ri), (2.4.43)
we can write the quadrupole term of the potential in equation (2.4.40) as
1 = 1  ^
1 47T ^T  X  E  i^iM:  Ue E  Y M h )  I (2.4.44)
^  ^ M = - 2  i = l
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem [Bri 62](p.56),
( jW  1 Tlm  I jm )  = {jrriLM | j 'm '){ j '  || T l || i ) ,  (2.4.45)
it can be shown that,
(^IMi I 2f ^2M(h)  I =
i = l
(7M}2M I 7M j)(# j  II e ' ê r ?  }^(h) || # j) .  (2.4.46)
i = l
Taking equation (2.4.42) and using Z{ = ViCosOi the quadrupole moment can be 
written as,
Q =  2($zz I E r f  P:,{cose | $;z). (2.4.47)
2=1
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Using the full definition of a spherical harmonic in terms of a Legendre polyno­
mial [Arf 85](p.681),
Y U e ,  <!>) = ( - i r  (% +  % )!)  '  Pr.r.(cos8) e-” *, (2.4.48)
we see that.
where.
I AttP2[cos6 f . ) = z J — Y2o{6 fi)) (2.4.49)
(g =  (2.4.50)
Applying equation (2.4.49) to (2.4.47) we can write,
~  I ^2o(ri) I $ jj) . (2.4.51)
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem on the right hand side of the above equation it is 
seen that,
I : ^ o ( h )  I =  ( 7/20 I 77) ( $ z  I I  Z r ?  } ^ ( r d  | |  $ ; ) ,  ( 2. 4. 52)1=1 1=1
therefore from equation (2.4.52) we can write,
( $ / M .  I z ,  ^ . m ( î O  I $ Z M } )  =  ^  /  J
Hence from equation (2.4.44) the matrix elements of the quadrupole term  of the 
potential is as follows,
( $ i M ,  I Vq I § z m ; )  =  ^  I  ( 2- 4- S 4)
When 7==|, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in the denominator can be evaluated and 
is found to be Taking the definition of a spherical polarisation tensor, equation 
(2.3.27), it can be seen that equation (2.4.54) gives the operator Vq to be,
Vq = E  (2.4.55)^  ^ ^ M=-2
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Assuming Vq is Hermitian this is equivalent to,
Zt Q fW ^
M = - 2
Z  (2.4.56)
Note tha t this potential can be, and often is, given as [Gra 89], [Fic 92],
2.5  T h e  A p p lic a tio n  o f  T id a l S p in
As a result of tidal symmetry a conserved quantity is the projection of the spin along 
the vector joining the two interacting nuclei [Gom 88]. The potential which we had 
at the end of the previous section, equation (2.4.56), conserves this quantity; this is 
immediately obvious looking at the form in which Vq is given in equation (2.4.57).
% , I - r ]  =  0. (2.5.58)
We have seen that the quadrupole term of the potential V,  equation (2.4.36), 
can be written as.
zte^ Q fir
M = - 2
1
y ' l  E  (2.5.59)
Due to the dependence, the interaction is at its strongest at the distance of 
closest approach. Because of this we can approximate the argument of the spherical 
harmonic to always be along r  at the distance of closest approach, along the orbit 
bisector. The spin projections in equation (2.3.34), to calculate ^T2o(6*a), are along 
the recoil direction. If we are to use equation (2.3.34) we should set our z  axis to be 
along the recoil direction also. This, along with the approximation indicated above 
gives,
<“ « )
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Hence the quadrupole term  becomes,
V2 = Y  T2o, (2.5.61)
where we wiU relabel Vg as V2. The m atrix elements of this potential are
I V2 I ^tm-)  =  ^  f  V s ( / m ;20 I IMi).  ( 2. 5. 62)
This has the further consequence that Afj must equal Mr for the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficient to be non-zero. Since M j — Mr  for a non-zero coefficient, this has the 
immediate impHcation that no re-orientation takes place during the scattering pro­
cess.
The monopole term, equation (2.4.40), was
(^iMi  I ~ —  I (2.5.63)
Taking this term  and relabehng M} and Mr as K  [K  being the standard label for a 
quantum number along a symmetry axis) the m atrix elements of the total potential
are.
P .5 ..4 )
where we have labelled the matrix elements of V  as . This potential can now be 
used in equation (2.2.10) for calculations in the tidal symmetry basis. The expression 
for , equation (2.5.64), is dependent on the assumption that the argument of the 
spherical harmonic in Vq can be approximated to always being along r  at the distance 
of closest approach, due to the ^  dependence, and that r* > in other words the 
energy of the system must be sufficiently low such that only electromagnetic forces 
can interact.
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2 .6  V a lid ity  o f  th e  Iso -C en tr ifu g a l A p p r o x im a ­
t io n
In the thesis of Khudeir [Khu 91] the validity of the iso-centrifugal approximation, 
for Coulomb scattering only, is tested through the so called ‘Coulomb iso-centrifugal 
param eter’. The Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter is defined as,
where fi{Kc'^) are distorted waves created by the monopole Coulomb interaction; Kc 
and Kg are incident and final wave numbers and ç relates to the excitation energy
of the system, which in this study is zero. The smaller the numerical value of
d^o‘^ i{9s,ç) the better the approximation,
J fOO 1 fOO 1fL{K,cr)^fL>(f^cr)dr ~  (2.6.66)
0 7* t/ 0 T*
Unhke the case of nuclear interactions, the long range of the Coulomb quadrupole 
interaction implies large phase differences between /^(Kcr) and /l'(/^c^)- This gener­
ates larger values for d^°‘^ \6a, ç) in comparison with the equivalent nuclear parameter 
d^ -^ (0 „ç) [Khu 91], [Ott 88].
It is shown by Khudeir [Khu 91] that equation (2.6.65) can be expressed as,
| .  (2.6.67)^22\Pa) Ç)
The quantities l 2o(^s,ç) and 122(^5,?) are Alder and Winther Coulomb excitation 
functions [Aid 75] and are given in equations (4.2.3! ) and (4.2.3Z). From this it can 
be seen tha t equation (2.6.67) becomes.
" 0) =1 1  --------dC“< ^ ( S . , 0 ) = | l - - t  T T T T ^ ^ I -  (2.6.68)
Figure 2.2 shows the plot of 0) versus $, generated by equation (2.6.68). It
can be seen from figure 2.2 that one would expect the iso-centrifugal approximation
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to be best at backward angles, getting progressively worse as scattering tends to 
forward angles.
In the next Chapter we see how the calculation of certain tensor analysing powers 
can be performed by treating as a central potential for each K  and calculating 
scattering effects through classical mechanics.
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iCOUlPlot of d (0 ) versus scattering angle
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Figure 2.2: The Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter as given by equation
(2 .6 .68).
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C h a p ter  3 
C lassica l C a lcu la tio n s
3.1  C la ssica l F o rm u la tio n  o f  R e la t iv e  M o tio n
If the iso-centrifugal approximation is good, ^T2o(^a) is given by equation (2.3.34) 
where cross-sections are calculated using the potential equation (2.5.64). Gomez- 
Camacho and Johnson [Gom 86], [Gom 88] showed that the iso-centrifugal approx­
imation is a good approximation above the Coulomb barrier. In this work we wish 
to investigate its validity below the barrier. Analysing powers are calculated and 
compared to those from exact quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations 
[Tho 88] and other semi-classical calculations [Gra 89]. Scattering from the central 
potential , equation (2.5.64), and the evaluation of analysing powers from equa­
tion (2.3.34) can all be done using classical mechanics only. It was decided this was 
how calculations were to initially proceed, reducing the interaction to its simplest 
form; two nuclei scattered by a central potential, their relative motion described 
classically by a unique orbit and angular momentum.
Before we are in a position to calculate cross-sections we must first describe the 
relative motion of two bodies. To conveniently describe the relative motion of two 
bodies, we can reduce a two body problem into an equivalent one body problem 
[Gol 50]. In doing this we transfer our problem from the laboratory reference frame 
to the centre of mass frame.
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W ith a central potential, angular momentum is conserved. Lagrange’s equation 
is [Gol 50](p.l8),
where L = T  — V , L  being the Lagrangian, T  the kinetic energy and V  the potential 
energy; % is a generalised coordinate. From the above equation we can show that 
[Gol 50](p.62),
1 P
2™’’ + +  V(r)  =  E. (3.1.2)
This is the equation of motion of a system, of reduced mass m, moving in the central 
potential l/( r ) , where E  is the energy available in the centre of mass frame, I the 
magnitude of the angular momentum and r the magnitude of the vector joining the 
particle to some fixed origin.
Orbit bisector
ki
Figure 3.1: Diagram of a classical orbit.
The orbit bisector is defined as being the direction of momentum transfer and 
is along k / — k^. The angle between the orbit bisector to either k  ^ or ky is (9o, 
the scattering angle is 6 g and Vmini shown in diagram, is the distance of closest
approach along the orbit bisector with h the impact parameter.
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%  ~ Rtsofc-
From equation (3.1.2), a formula for the scattering angle of the orbit can be 
deduced [Gol 50](p.73),
I dr/ OO I— - = = ,  (3.1.3)
y  I- -  V ^ (^ )  -
where 6 s k  is the scattering angle for a particular K  value. Different values of K  will 
give different turning points and hence different scattering angles. The hmits of the 
integral go from VminK to oo. Note tha t the integrand has a^ V ^  at its lower limit, 
this is due to the radial velocity, f , being zero at this turning point. To express 
the above integral in a convenient form we can change the variable of integration as 
follows,
(jj = - ,  duj = — -dr, (3.1.4)^ J.2
and so our equation for the scattering angle becomes,
K  d w
V7
The<^(<^ in the integral still exists but it has now moved from the lower to the 
upper hmit. The above equation can now be numerically integrated as long as care 
is taken in deahng with the SKS. in the upper Hmit. T h e S /^  is found when the 
value under the square root is zero,
1 -  = 0. (3.1.6)
To avoid the we separate the integral in two terms. The first term  (and 
by far the largest) will have the Hmits of integration, 0 to w*. Where Wt is some 
value of LÜ such that < u^maxK, in reahty we choose u;t to be very close to
^max K to obtain greatest accuracy. The second term (which is smaU in comparison) 
is expressed by a Taylor expansion about theS.1^ .
K  d u j d u j K  d u )
Jo ~ J o  y / i _ i ÿ _ ^ 2-
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Defining the contents of the square root to be a function of w, h{u)) such that,
r^max K  dU) P’^ma.x K  dw
L t  ^  \ A m ’
we can expand it using a Taylor expansion,
— h(^ Ufjfiax if ) T ^ {j^max if )(^  ^max /f )• (3.1.9)
The higher terms can be ignored since we choose to be very close to uimaxK- By 
definition of where th e ^ i^  is, h{<jJmax if) is zero and uj—Wmax if will be negative since
0 <  w <  uJmaxK- Therefore /i'(ct;^aæ if) will be negative so h\iA)rnax k ){<^  -  ^maxii)
wiU be positive. So we can rewrite the above expression as,
h(^ Lü^  — I h (j-t^ rnax if ) j (^maæ if ^)* (3.1.10)
Therefore we obtain the integral,
K  du) 1 r^max K  duj ^
Ju>i _  YE _  ;^2 I h'{u)maxK) | \J{^max K ~  ( )^
which is,
f^max K  dUJ 1 , 1
Therefore the complete expression for the scattering angle is.
if =  7T
Where h\ujrnax k ) is the derivative with respect to uj of h{uj) at w =  uJmaxK-
3 .2  C o m p u ta tio n a l an d  N u m e r ic a l T ech n iq u es
We have obtained the following expression for the scattering angle ô^ k , equation
(3.1.5), scattering from a central potential,
du)'fl if =  7T — 2 / Jo
Ey l  -  —^  
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There is at the upper Hmit of the integral and this is given by, equation
(3.1.6),
1 _  { ^ m a x  k ) _  2 „  AJ- ^  ^ m a x  K  — U,
this is from r being zero at the turning point of the orbit. For equation (3.1.5) to 
be vahd it requires a central potential. We have obtained this potential through the 
use of tidal symmetry and its matrix elements are,
K  ^  Zp Z t  ( j g 2 0  I IK)
r  r» 2 (J /2 0  j II) '
To calculate tensor analysing powers we must first calculate differential cross- 
sections, given by the following equation [Gol 50](p.82),
=1 I' (3.2.14)
where crjc refers to the cross-section obtained for a particular value of K  in the 
potential . We need to calculate cross-sections for a range of impact parameters. 
Once these are known we can calculate tensor analysing powers for the reaction.
As has been mentioned earlier we solve equation (3.1.6) to find U f m a x K ^  the 
upper hmit of the integral. Once the upper limit of the integral is determined the 
integration can be done as indicated in equation (3.1.13). The value Wf, at which 
numerical integration stops was set to 99.9% of uJmaxK, the upper Hmit. Simpson’s 
rule was used for the numerical integration.
For one value of the impact parameter two scattering angles are produced, one 
for K  — \  the other for K  = The derivative dbfdOg k  was found using a weighted- 
centred method of numerical differentiation. Values for the cross-sections, for differ­
ent K  values, were interpolated to give them at exactly the same values of scattering 
angle. Tensor analysing powers could then be calculated.
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The equation for the transverse tensor analysing power, ^T 2 o{0 b) [Gom 86], equa­
tion (2.3.34), is.
The above equation is derived as a direct result of the iso-centrifugal approximation 
[Gom 86], [Gom 88] as discussed in section 2.3. Calculation of ^ Ï 2o(^a) nsing the 
technique outhned above was performed for the reaction ^Li on at 10 MeV, 
Q2)i=:-3.666 fm^. The results of this are plotted in figure 3.2. Since various cal­
culations are performed and compared throughout this thesis we wiU give names 
to individual calculations to make their identification easier; the above calculation, 
plotted in figure 3.2, will be referred to as the ‘classical’ calculation.
3 .3  M a th e m a tic a l D e r iv a tio n  o f  th e  L in ear R e ­
la tio n sh ip  B e tw e e n  an d  Q
By taking the expression for the potential and creating a ratio between the 
quadrupole and monopole terms we see that,
%  Q jIK20  I IK)
Vo 2r^z^ (7720 | 77 ) ’  ^  ^ ^
where V q and V2 refer to the monopole and quadrupole terms of the potential 
respectively. Doing this we have obtained a dimensionless parameter which is largest 
when r  is at its smallest; ie. when r  is the distance of closest approach for a head on
collision. By replacing r  by d, the distance of closest approach, and letting the sign
of the ratio of the two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (which is either ±1 for /  =  | )  be 
positive, we obtain,
I  = = ^ - (3.3.16)
The quantity % is now a useful expansion parameter since, if the transverse tensor 
analysing power is linear in Q at the distance of closest approach, where ^  is
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largest, then it wiU he Hnear in Q at all angles. Note the parallel between this and 
tidal symmetry, in that tidal symmetry considers the most im portant part of the 
reaction to take place when the two interacting nuclei are at their closest and tha t 
the interaction can be considered to take place along the direction of momentum 
transfer [Nis 85], [Gom 88].
We wish to investigate whether is linear in Q at backward angles. If this is 
so then it would be of the form,
^T2o{0g — )- tt) =  f{zp, Zt, E) Q. (3.3.17)
We can derive the above formula and determine the function f{zp, Zt, E)  by use of 
first order perturbation theory and then compare with computational and analytical 
results from this and other theories. The following derivation is based on work by 
Johnson [Joh 92]. Let us define,
where %| =  %, given in equation (3.3.16), and x i  = ~X-
In taking the ratio of the potential with the energy E,  we obtain
Letting,
and noting that y is el dimensionless quantity, we can write
y ^ ( r )  1 / I
ry = (3.3.20)
E  +  ■ (3.3.21)
From equation (3.1.3) the formula for the scattering angle 6 gK is given by
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which is,
h f°° dyK ' " ' 5 / : . , ; ? 7 r - F g g T 5 -  (“ )
The lower limit ymin K is found from solving the equation.
2
7 . ~  ~j272 "  TT I -  (3.3.24)
We can rearrange the formula for the differential cross-section, equation (3.2.14), 
from,
\  - b d b  ,
sin{ 0 gK) dÔgK
to,
(TK{OaK) = d^ I • (3.3.25)
d ^  [dj
Now by treating the formula for 6 sK, equation (3.3.23), with perturbation theory 
and letting,
B = —, (3.3.26)
and,
> (3.3.27)
we generate the equation,
jr =  TT -  2B / “ ---- - T - r % ----- \. (3.3.28)
J y m i u K  y^v(y ,B ,XK)
If we take v[y) as our variable of integration in the above equation then we can use,
=  8 v(y^.X,c) ■ (®-2-29)
d y
By inserting the above equation (3.3.29) into equation (3.3.28), the integral for the 
scattering angle OgR becomes,
e ,K  = T - 2 B  r - p 7 -  (3.3.30)
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We know that,
y y
therefore,
=  1 -  r  -  ^  (3.3.31)
(3.3.32)
Inserting equation (3.3.32) into equation (3.3.30) we obtain,
/•I  d/L)e,rc = ^ - i B  I  / ^  (3.3.33)
\  y J
where y =  y[v, B , x k )- For backward angles as B  — > 0, 9s K — > tt, therefore 
B^ — > 0 faster than B,  so for backward scattering we can neglect the B^  term  in 
equation (3.3.33), to produce,
B—yo . ^  P  dvTT -  4B /      STh ( i  + y ) (3.3.34)
Looking at the denominator term  of the integral we see we can rewrite it such that.
( i  +  ^ )  ( i  +  ^ ) '
Putting this into equation (3.3.34), we get,
=  1 -  (3.3.35)
e. K " TT -  45 + 125x*r T  ; . . (3.3.36)Jo ( 3%g +  1/2 )
Now if x k  is sufficiently small {x k  — > 0) we can see that.
/ r a  “ /? ■
The above equation is to first order in xk-  Assuming that x k  —  ^ 0, we can ignore 
X k  in the integral. This now gives the formula for the scattering angle to be.
g  X -  4 5  +  125xk (3.3.38)Jo 1 / 2
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Since we have let both B and XK tend to zero we find our equation for , equation
(3.3.31), tends to,
=  1 -  - ,  (3.3.39)y
therefore.
(3.3.40)
This gives the following equation for OgR, at backward angles,
T ^ - i B  + W B x K  f  dv ( l (3.3.41)
which when evaluated yields,
« .ir® '’‘=“ "‘’^ r - 4 5  +  1 2 5 x j r ( ^ ) .  (3.3.42)
Taking this formula and equation (3.3.25), for the differential cross-section, we 
can produce the following equation,
(^ k {^ 8  ^ tt) =  - - (3.3.43)16 ( i  -
The transverse tensor analysing power, equation (2.3.34), can now be calculated by 
remembering tha t x k  will be negative for i f  =  ± |  and positive for == ± | .  It can 
then be shown using equation (3.3.43),
^T2o{9g — > 7t) =  —— (3.3.44)
where,
Q
2 d?z^
Equation (3.3.44) shows a linear relationship between the transverse tensor analysing 
power and the quadrupole moment of the projectile for backward angles. Using the 
‘shape effect’ relations, equation (2.3.32), we can rotate equation (3.3.44) to the
Madison frame to give.
T2o{0g — > 7t) =  — (3. 3. 45)5
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3 .4  R e su lts  o f  ^C lassical’ C a lcu la tio n s
The reaction ^Li on ®®Ni at 10 MeV is used for illustrative purposes. The quadrupole 
moment of ^Li is taken to be Qlî=-3.666 fm^. This corresponds (for the above 
reaction) to the dimensionless parameters %=-3.325x10“  ^ and 77=11.068, where 77 
is the Sommerfeld parameter, equation (4.2.27). For this particular reaction there 
is considerable experimental data from Weller [Gra 89] though direct comparison 
with experiment is not attem pted since it requires a more comphcated analysis than 
given here, which takes into account excitation to other states.
Figure 3.2 shows the results of ^T 2 o{6 g) versus 6 g calculated by the method 
indicated in section 3.2, the ‘classical’ calculation, for the above reaction. This com­
putational calculation required approximately 15 seconds of CPU time to complete.
Figure 3.3 is a universal plot of ^ T 2 o { 0 g  — > t t )  versus %. This was achieved 
by fixing all the parameters of the above reaction except the projectile quadrupole 
moment which is then associated with a unique %. The quadrupole moment of ^Li 
is negative therefore producing a negative %. To produce positive % values and 
to indeed show that figure 3.3 is a universal plot, the reaction ^^Na on ^°®Pb at 
33 MeV was also used, corresponding to 77=118.60. The quadrupole moment of 
^^Na is positive. From figure 3.3 it can be found that for a negative quadrupole 
moment hnearity is lost at approximately %=-0.03. For ^Li on ®®Ni at 10 MeV, 
this corresponds to Q u  being approximately 35 fm^. For the positive quadrupole 
moments figure 3.3 is still hnear at %=0.03. For ^^Na on ^^®Pb at 33 MeV this imphes 
QiVa=1200 fm^ would still be in the linear region, assuming that such a deformation 
would not cause the nuclei to overlap. Therefore if the projectile quadrupole moment 
is sufficiently small (within the values given above for the above reactions) we can 
write tha t at backward angles,
'^Too{e. ^  -k) =  f{zy , z t ,E)Q.
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In section 3.3 it was shown that applying perturbation theory to the method of 
calculation oi '^T 2 o{6 s) highhghted in section 3.2 would give, equation (3.3.44),
'^T2o{9g —  ^ 7t) =
Comparing equation (3.3.44) with the value of ' ^ T 2 o { 9 s  — > t t )  given in figure 3.2 it 
was found that they differed by some 0.03%.
As shown in the previous section rotating equation (3.3.44) to the Madison frame 
gives equation (3.3.45),
T2o{9g — )- 7t) =  —
Comparing this very roughly with the experimental data from Weller [Gra 89], we 
see tha t the prediction made by equation (3.3.45) is of the wrong sign. Closer 
examination however shows that the magnitude is approximately the same.
The Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter, d^°^\9g, ç), equation (2.6.68), is plotted 
in figure 2.2. This plot predicts that the iso-centrifugal approximation is best 
at backward angles, however the result given in equation (3.3.45), for the value 
of T2 o{9 g — > 7t) differs in sign from that given by experiment [Gra 89]. We can 
therefore conclude that the iso-centrifugal approximation breaks down badly and 
the quantity d^°'^\9g,ç) fails to predict this.
In the next Chapter semi-classical calculations with the Sukumar and Brink tech­
nique [Suk 93] are introduced in an attem pt to understand why the ‘classical’ calcu­
lations of this Chapter, using tidal symmetry and the iso-centrifugal approximation, 
fail to predict polarisation observables correctly. The Sukumar and Brink technique 
allows the calculation of aU polarisation observables and because observables are 
calculated as a sum of certain terms, individual contributions to the scattering can 
be separated.
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Figure 3.2: The ‘classical’ calculation of ^T 2 q{6 s) for the potential as described 
in section 3.2.
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Plot to find where loses linearity in %
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Figure 3.3: Universal plot of ^ T 2o { 6s — > t t )  as a function of %, achieved using the 
‘classical’ calculation of section 3.2.
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C h a p ter  4 
S em i-C la ssica l C a lcu la tion s
4.1  In tr o d u c tio n  to  th e  S u k u m ar an d  B r in k  T ech ­
n iq u e
The semi-classical method used to provide calculations of polarisation observables 
is the technique proposed by Sukumar and Brink [Suk 93]. This method was origi­
nally tested for spin |  spin-orbit coupling. The first calculations for a quadrupole de­
formed spin I  projectile scattering from a spherical spinless target with re-orientation 
only were performed by Roberts, Sukumar, Johnson and Brink [Rob 94].
The Sukumar and Brink technique builds on the simplest semi-classical approach, 
in which the relative motion of the projectile and target is described by a Rutherford 
orbit whilst the internal motion of the projectile is treated quantum mechanically. 
This is known as the standard Alder and W inther theory [Aid 66]. In such a theory 
a differential cross-section would be given by,
where daRfd^  is the Rutherford cross-section, Pij,u{Ob) is the excitation probability 
for a transition between internal state i/ to internal state fjb\ PpLviOg) is found by 
solving the time dependent Schrodinger equation for a quadrupole interaction with 
time dependence generated by the Rutherford orbit.
In the present context fi and v  refer to various spin projections only and if there
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is no measurement of the final spin projection, the differential cross-section for the 
initial spin projection v  will be proportional to
(4.1.2)
Hermiticity of the quadrupole interaction implies that,
= (4.1.3)
therefore the differential cross-section will be the Rutherford cross-section which 
is independent of v. This is an extreme Hmitation since experiment [Fic 92] and 
exact quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations [Tho 88] show that the 
cross-section is dependent on the initial spin projection of the projectile.
The Sukumar and Brink technique [Suk 93] builds on Alder and W inther theory 
but employs a consistent quantum mechanical treatm ent of both the relative motion 
and internal degrees of freedom that allows for the influence of the quadrupole 
interaction on the relative motion of the projectile and target. Sukumar and Brink 
write a Hamiltonian as follows,
^ f = ^  +  AFo(r) +  fe (r,0 . (4.1.4)
where p denotes the relative momentum and r  the relative coordinate of target and 
projectile and are the internal degrees of freedom. The central component of the 
potential is described by ho(r). The term  À(r, ()  describes the internal motion of 
the system and is itself comprised of two terms.
A (r ,0  =  % ( 0  +  y ( r , a  (4.1,5)
here Jïo(C) is the internal Hamiltonian and y ( r ,  Q  the coupling term  between the 
internal and relative motion. The quantity A is a dimensionless expansion parameter 
which is used to obtain a semi-classical expansion scheme. The value of A does not 
affect the shape of the classical trajectory in the potential Vq. In the present work
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Vq is the monopole part of the interaction whilst y ( r ,  the quadrupole. These 
are assumed to be Hermitian. In the Coulomb case the expansion parameter A is 
identical to 77, the Sommerfeld parameter.
The path integral method proposed by Feynman [Fey 48] creates a bridging link 
between the quantum and classical realms by arguing that the dominant contri­
butions to a path integral come from the paths in the immediate neighbourhood
of a classical path. The path integral method of Pechukas [Pec 69], based on tha t 
proposed by Feynman [Fey 48], is used to give an approximate formula for the prop­
agator from an internal state z/, relative momentum po, at time to to a final state 
relative position r%, at time ti. This is described by the following equation,
P^fj.u{^iti,Poto) —  ^ -j-...]. (4.1.6)
The quantity ifc(i’ii^ i} Po^o) is the semi-classical propagator describing the relative 
motion in the potential Vo(r)- The m atrix element is found from,
U^u = ifJ'\U{ti,to) li'), (4.1,7)
where U{ti,to) is the time evolution operator associated with a classical trajectory 
rc{t) created by P o(r ) .  The quantity 6 U^ j  ^ is the leading term in the correction. If 
SUfjiv (and higher order corrections) were taken to be zero then the model would 
return to the standard Alder and W inther theory. The time evolution operator 
is a solution of,
i h ^  = h{r^(t),C)U. (4.1.8)
W ith the initial condition that U{to,to) = 1.
When the scattering is described by the propagator in equation (4.1.6), the 
differential cross-section, to first order in 1/A, is given by,
^ { 8. )  =  ^ ( « . )  ( I  r  + u ; j u , .  +  .  ( 4 . 1 . 9 )
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which is equivalent to [Dos 86],
^ ( « . )  =  § ( « . )  ( I  I '  + 2 R e { U ; j U ^ ) )  . (4.1.10)
The differential cross-section for an unpolarised beam is given by equation (2.3.22), 
and is found to be,
We can rearrange equation (2.3.29) to obtain.
To first order in 1/A, p f  can be given as follows, see equation (4.1.9),
/ ' /  =  ^  { u ^ u  + a )  , (4.1.13)
where,
U^U = 1, (4.1.14)
and,
A =  {U^SU +  SU^U) . (4.1.15)
This gives equation (4.1.12) to be.
Note tha t due to equation (4.1.15) the observables will be to all orders in Q but only
first order in 1/A. Sukumar and Brink express A as a sum of seven terms. When
re-orientation alone is considered only three of the initial seven terms are required, 
the other four reduce to zero. These three terms are denoted A 5, Ae and A? and 
collectively will be referred to as the A^’s.
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The individual A /s  are given below (labelled as found in the Sukumar and Brink 
paper).
Ar i% ih f d e o \
2 L d&o
d
2 % ago u (4.1.17)
A, inY a a  acK y ago \  ao:a
da  \  ago (4.1.18)
Ar  — ih2L tanBo-^  (
+
60 \  60
6
1 6  /ÔÎ7*
a/3 \ a^ y
tanOod'y \  d j
i , ( w ^
■U
(4.1.19)
The expressions for A 5, Ag and A 7 are vahd in what will be called the Sukumar 
and Brink (SB) reference frame. This frame is defined by the initial and final
momenta in the elastic scattering event being calculated. These in turn define a
particular Rutherford (standard) orbit. In the Sukumar and Brink system the z 
axis is along the direction of momentum transfer k / — k%, and the x axis is normal
to the scattering plane, x k / /  | k  ^ x k / |, which is antiparaUel to the orbital
angular momentum. To express the analysing powers in other coordinate systems 
(e.g. the Madison frame) a complete rotation must be employed using the following.
(4.1.20)
where [a'(3'')') are the Euler angles taking the old (SB) axes to the new (Madi­
son) axes [Bri 62](p.53). When the rotation is from the SB to Madison frame then 
(ck'/3'7^)=( —| ,  go — ^ ,0 ). The rotations from the SB to the Madison and transverse 
frames are given in detail in Appendix A.
Only six parameters are necessary to characterise an orbit. Sukumar and Brink 
choose these to be: E q the incident energy; go the angle between the final momenta
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and the direction of momentum transfer; F the time at which the projectile is at the 
distance of closest approach; a, (3 and 7 are angles which specify the orientation of 
an arbitrary orbit with respect to the standard orbit. The A /s  are comprised of the
m atrix elements of U and its derivatives with respect to go, a , /3 and 7 . Note that 1
I
go is related to the scattering angle by gg — tt — 2go. In standard Alder and W inther I
theory only one orbit is considered. In the Sukumar and Brink approach (due to 
the application of the path integral method) aU the possible trajectories which differ 
infinitesimaUy from the original are considered. Derivatives with respect to go, a , 
j3 and 7 are to account for these other orbits. The expressions for the A /s  are 
evaluated along the standard orbit where F, a, /3 and 7 are zero.
4 .2  T h e  In te rn a l H a m ilto n ia n  an d  th e  T im e  E v o ­
lu tio n  O p era to r  in  F irst O rder P e r tu r b a tio n  
T h e o r y
The potential in equation (2.4.56) describes the quadrupole interaction and gives,
'“W  =  E ^ 2 ,( r (* ) )4 „  (4.2.21)
If [h(t),h(t')] ^  0 when i ^  t' closed form solution of equation (4.1.8) is not 
known. Standard perturbation theory gives, to first order in the Hamiltonian,
!7 (t ,-o o )  =  l  -  (4.2.22)
By defining as,
it can be shown that in the Sukumar and Brink system for the standard orbit,
C^ (oO, —go) =  1 — %(?20T20 — iG22{T2-2 +  T2 2 ). (4.2.24)
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The quantities G20 and G 2 2  can be evaluated from Alder and W inther integrals. 
Alder and W inther [Aid 75] define,
1 1 . %g( r )
vat P I r I { 6 ., ç =  0) =  r  ^ d t ,  (4.2.25)O V vT J—00 I
where the superscript B  refers to their ‘H ’ coordinate system (identical to the Suku­
mar and Brink frame). The quantity v is the velocity of the projectile at /: =  —00,
is the Coulomb length (which is half the distance of closest approach). The param­
eter Ç relates to an excitation energy and is zero in this case. Combining equations
(4.2.23) and (4.2.25),
G2 q = ^VXR 2 qi^s, Ç =  0), (4.2.26)
where 77 is the Sommerfeld parameter,
,  =  ^  (4.2.27)
and X is the dimensionless parameter given by equation (3.3.16). From Alder and 
W inther [Aid 75],
ç) =  [3/ 2- 2(gaj ç) +  3/22(^53 ç) +  2/20(^33 ç)] 5 (4 .2 .28)
o  f  = o
=  =  (4.2.29)
^^(^« , ç) =  ~  16 V 2 () +  () — 2 l 2 o{d„ ç)]. (4.2.30)
For ç =  0,
=  0) =  2tav3 ^1 -  , (4.2.31)
J2±2(g«3 ç =  0) =  -sin3  f  1 . (4.2.32)3 \  2
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Using the fact that =  tt — 29q these lead to,
( j2o =  2?7x (cos^9q +  cot^9Q (1 — 9ocot9oŸj , (4.2.33)
and,
C?22 =  — cot^9Q (1 — ^ocot^o)j • (4.2.34)
The first and second derivatives of G20 and G2 2  are given in Appendix B along with 
their values as scattering tends to backward angles.
4 .3  C a lcu la tio n  o f  P o la r isa tio n  O b serv a b les
To evaluate the expressions for A 5, Ae and A 7 in equations (4.1.17) to (4.1.19) we 
require the derivatives of U with respect to a , /3, 7 evaluated along the standard 
orbit. These can be evaluated by using the relation,
=  R,RyR^U^{t, t ’)RZ^R-^R-^.  (4.3.35)
and,
=  exp(—ialg,/h), Ry = exp{—i^Iy/%), R^ ~  exp{—i'ylz/h). (4.3.36)
To evaluate along the standard orbit a , (3 and 7 are all allowed to tend to zero, so
for example,
where on the right hand side is given by equation (4.2.24).
Using these expressions the A operator can be evaluated at any angle. Analysing 
powers are given by equation (4.1.16). Calculations were carried out by dropping 
all terms not hnear in %. This gives the A operator, to first order, to be [Rob 94],
ih ^  +  ( ^ - ^ ] + - K - S . - t a n 0 o - ^
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d9o \ d L  J ^ ^ \ d 9 l  da?) tan9odj^  5/3^ (4 .3.38)
The derivatives in equation (4.3.38) with respect to originate from A 5, those 
with respect to a  originate from Ag and those with respect to (3 and 7 are from 
Ay. For the first order quadrupole re-orientation effect, the quantity U in equation 
(4.3.38) can be evaluated analytically from the expression for U{oo, —00) in equation
(4.2.24). Expressions for the analysing powers simpHfy considerably as 6 g — > tt. 
Care has to be taken however, due to some subtle cancellations involving the orbit 
functions G 2 0 , G2 2 , L and dOo/dL, given in Appendix B.
4 .4  E v a lu a tio n  o f  O b servab les
The A in equation (4.3.38) was evaluated analytically [Rob 94] giving.
A =  -X T2 ofl{ 0 o) — y  -(T22 +  T2_2) / 2(^o)
where.
and,
/i(^o) — 2 cos 9q -f- Qcot 9q -(- 9cot ^0 11
/ 2(^o) =  ^A(^o) -  y co .:^6)o.
2^0
sin29(
(4.4.39)
(4.4.40)
(4.4.41)
Using A the tensor analysing powers in the SB frame can be evaluated from equation 
(4.1.16) to give, to first order.
(4.4.42)
(4.4.43)
cind.
T®®(e„) =  r^ (@ o ) =  0.SB (4.4.44)
Equation (4.4.44) is a general result to first order in Q and is a consequence of 
time reversal [Hoo 71]. All components of the rank 1 and 3 analysing powers vanish
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because in equation (4.2.22) there are no rig and r^q terms (quadrupole interaction 
only). Note that if / 2(^o) was zero then we would obtain the ‘shape effect' relations 
of equation (2.3.31).
Using the rotation given in equation (4.1.20) and Appendix A the analysing 
powers can be evaluated in the Madison frame to give,
^ 20(^0) — —X Zcos^Oq -- 1 p \ , 3 . 2/i(^o) +  - s i n  0 0 / 2 (6 0 ) (4.4.45)
and.
^ 21(^0) — —J-X^'^'^^qcosOq [/i(^o) — ^2(^0)} — —T2_i(^o), (4.4.46)
^ 22(^0) — —y  gX [-s^'^^^o/i(^o) +  (1 +  co5^^o)/2(^o)j — T2_2(^o)' (4.4.47)
Using the expressions for fi(Oo) and ^2(^0) in equations (4.4.40) and (4.4.41) it can 
be seen that the formula for ^ 20(^0) is identical to that given by Grawert and Derner 
[Gra 89]. In the Madison frame ^ 21(^0) and T 2 2 (0 o) are non-vanishing and were not 
evaluated in the Grawert and Derner approach. Note that expressions here are given 
as functions of Oq and that Og = tt — 20Q.
The analysing powers T ^ (^ g ), T ;^ ( 6)g) and T ^ ( 6lg) were also calculated com­
putationally for all angles. The operators U, Ja>, ly, h :  T2 0 , T2 ±i and T2±2 were 
represented as four-by-four matrices. Multiplication and traces were carried out 
computationally. An expression similar to that given in equation (4.3.38) was de­
veloped for A, dropping any terms not linear in x,
h ^ d G 2 q _  n ( d ^  ^ d ^ G 2 q
^  ^ 1 (32,(2;, I f :  I 2g)tT2,. (4.4.48)2Ltan9oh^ pq
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The m atrix elements of come from the rotation operators shown in equation 
(4.3.36) and are a result of partial derivatives with respect to a , remembering that 
OL represents a rotation around the x axis. The matrix elements of ly and arise 
similarly.
Analysing powers were obtained through the programming of equation (4.1.16). 
To obtain the observables in the Madison and transverse frames the rotations in Ap­
pendix A were also done computationally. To differentiate this particular calculation 
from others we shah refer to it as the ‘full’ Sukumar and Brink calculation. The 
predictions for the analysing powers from this ‘full’ Sukumar and Brink calculation 
were in very good agreement with those obtained from equations (4.4.45) to (4.4.47), 
to better than 1x10"'^%. The ‘fuU’ Sukumar and Brink computational calculation 
described above took approximately 50 seconds of CPU time to complete.
Using Appendix B, to give G20, G2 2  and their derivatives, it can be shown that 
at backward angles,
04
=  (4.4.49)
T ?g  A. («. ^  tt) =  (4.4.50)
%-) =  -4%  (4.4.51)
TiS,  A.(«. — > xr) =  - ^ - x  (4.4.52)
% , ( ^ .  ’t) =  -4%  (4.4.53)
\Æ4A, ie. (4.4.54)
where % is given in equation (3.3.16).
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Summing equations (4.4.49) to (4.4.54) the following expressions are obtained:
— > 7t) =  —— (4. 4. 55)
 ^ TT) =  0. (4.4.56)
The disappearance of at backward angles is a general result which follows from 
angular momentum conservation. It should be noted that this property is not valid 
for the individual A* contributions to T ^ ( 6)g —  ^ tt) .  The individual A /s  do not 
conserve angular momentum.
Using the rotations given in Appendix A we can rotate equations (4.4.55) and 
(4.4.56) to the Madison frame to give,
T^a{e. ^  tt)  = - y x .  (4.4.57)
Tn{ 6 , ---+ %) =  0, (4.4.58)
and
T 2 2 [ 6 g  — ,  TT) =  0. (4.4.59)
Note tha t at backward angles and Tgo are equal.
4 .5  Q u a n tu m  M ech a n ica l C o u p led  C h a n n e ls  C al­
c u la tio n s
Quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations performed with Fresco [Tho 88]
are solved in the channel spin basis, | L I J M j ) .  Fresco calculates the solution to the
coupled equations, equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2),
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with the boundary condition,
f U  -  Sl ,^H^iKT)) .
At the inner cutoff, Rcut, a distance inside the classical turning point, the wave- 
functions are set to zero. At the upper cutoff, Rmax, perturbative potentials are set 
to zero and wavefunctions are matched to known wavefunctions for the monopole 
potential but are phase shifted. Summation over partial waves, J ,  goes from Jmin 
to J-max unless the absorption from the elastic channel for three successive J  parity 
sets is less than Abgend miUibarns, then the summation over the partial waves is 
truncated. If Abaend is set to a negative value the complete J  interval is calculated. 
The deformation, and hence the quadrupole moment of the projectile, is entered 
through the parameter Mn(E2 )  where,
M n(£2) =  (4.5.60)
where Q is the spectroscopic quadrupole moment.
The input file for Fresco requires many more parameters than those mentioned 
above, but only those felt to be most im portant have been highlighted. Whilst 
performing Fresco calculations it was found that it was im portant to choose the 
total number of partial waves, Jmax^ to match the parameter Rmax {Jmin is set to 
zero). This was done using the approximate formula,
Lmax — A {l^Rmax ~  v Y , (4.5.61)
where k is the wave number of the reaction, rj the Sommerfeld parameter and Lmax 
the value of the orbital angular momentum for the last partial wave, Jmaxi used 
in the calculation. When Jmax is sufficiently large it can be approximated well by 
Lmax‘ Equation (4.5.61) is obtained by equating the kinetic energy and potential 
energy at the distance of closest approach,
2„«  +  == 0, (4.5.62)
J^ax  Rm,
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solving the quadratic, equation (4.5.62), for k R^
i^Rmax — rj ±  +  L{L  +  1), (4.5.63)
where we take the positive root since L{L A  1) dominates 7/^, rearranging gives 
equation (4.5.61).
If Jmax was taken to be a value smaller than that given by equation (4.5.61) or 
if Rmax was too smaU, such that the perturbative potential can not be ignored at 
Rmax, then calculated analysing powers were found to oscillate. These oscillations 
would have the appearance of two interfering waves, giving the impression of an 
oscillation within an envelope. To avoid these oscillations, for the reaction ^Li on 
®®Ni at 10 MeV, the parameter Rmax was taken to be 400 fm. The parameter Jmax 
was calculated using equation (4.5.61) and then increased sHghtly; Jmax was taken 
to be 700. Other factors also influenced the oscillations, though not as dramatically, 
such as the step length of integration. Hem] the value of the inner cutoff. Rent, and 
the J  sum truncation parameter, Abaend- Convergence of Fresco calculations was 
achieved with an integration step length, Hem, of 0.02 fm or less; an inner cutoff, 
Rent, of 15 fm inside the classical turning point, or greater; and the J  sum truncation 
parameter, Absend, 1 X 10“ °^ miUibarns or less.
For the interaction ^Li on ®®Ni at 10 MeV it was found that the wave number 
(in the centre of mass) /c=1.633 fm“  ^ and the Sommerfeld parameter ?y=11.068 
and is dimensionless. Fresco calculations with the above parameters would take 
approximately 12000 seconds of CPU time to run.
4 .6  C o m p a r iso n  o f  S em i-C la ss ica l an d  Q u a n tu m  
M ech a n ica l C o u p led  C h a n n els  C a lcu la tio n s
As mentioned in section 3.2 the reaction ^Li on ^®Ni at 10 MeV is used for iUus- 
trative purposes. The quadrupole moment of ^Li is taken to be Q z,i=-3 .666 fm^,
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which corresponds to the dimensionless parameters x=-3.325xl0~^ and 7^=11.068. 
In aU CEilculations only elastic scattering with re-orientation to the ground state is 
considered. Comparisons are drawn by the use of quantum mechanical coupled chan­
nels calculations (Fresco) [Tho 88] rather than experiment (for reasons discussed in 
Chapter 1). Calculations using Fresco are performed with the parameters given in 
section 4.5 unless otherwise stated.
Figure 4.1 shows the Madison analysing powers Î 2o(^a)j T 2 i{0 s) and 222(^5) 
calculated by the Sukumar and Brink technique and by quantum mechanical coupled 
channels calculation (Fresco) [Tho 88]. The Sukumar and Brink calculation is shown 
by the dashed lines, the Fresco calculation by the solid Hnes. It can be seen that 
there is good agreement at aU angles. The maximum deviation occurs as 9a — > tt 
when the Sukumar and Brink calculation deviates from the Fresco calculation by 
approximately 0.7%.
The value for T 2 o { 9 g  — > t t ) ,  equation (4.4.57), agrees with the previous findings 
of both Grawert [Gra 89] and Clement [Cle 70]. The value of T 2 o { 9 a  — > tt )  predicted 
in equation (4.4.57) differs by some 0.7% from that calculated by Fresco shown in 
figure 4.1, as the above paragraph would suggest.
In order to clarify the Hmitations of the Sukumar and Brink theory, the range 
of values of % was investigated for which the tensor analysing powers are linear in 
%. Using quantum mechanical calculations with Fresco it was found that for ^Li on 
^®Ni at 10 MeV the analysing power T 2 o { 9 g  — > t t )  is linear in Q for 0 >  Q > — 2.8 
fm^. This has the imphcation that for Qj:i=-3.666 fm^ there must be terms in 
the exact calculation which accounts for some, or all, of the 0.7% discrepancy, as 
9a — > 7T, with the Sukumar and Brink calculation displayed in figure 4.1. Also 
note that the quantum mechanical calculation considers all orders in the  ^ expansion 
scheme and that the Sukumar and Brink calculation is only first order in -. This 
may also account for some of the deviation.
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Figure 4.2 shows and 2 ^ ( ^ g )  calculated as given in equations (4.4.42)
and (4.4.43). Note tha t 2"2^ ( ( 9a) is non-zero therefore the ‘shape effect’ relations, 
equation (2.3.31), are somewhat violated. The ratio of T ^ (^ g ) to T ^ (^ g )  is shown 
in figure 4.3 as a percentage, thus showing the degree to which the ‘shape effect’ 
relations are broken. It can be seen that at backward angles the ‘shape effect’ 
relations are obeyed well but as scattering tends to forward angles so they break 
down considerably. As 9g — > t t ,  is given by equation (4.4.56), therefore the 
validity of the ‘shape effect’ relations at backward angles is as we would expect. As 
discussed in section 4.4, 2 ^ ( ^ g )  is always zero to first order in Q.
In this Chapter we have seen that the Sukumar and Brink technique can predict 
polarisation observables to first order in ^ and % which approximate quantum me­
chanical coupled channel calculations well. In the next Chapter we will recap the 
results of Chapters 3 and 4 and see how the results of the ‘classical’ calculations of 
Chapter 3 can be reproduced from both the Sukumar and Brink technique and from 
Fresco by considering only ‘radial’ contributions to the scattering.
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Comparison of SB and Fresco calculations
^Li on ®°Ni at 10 MeV, 0^, = -3.666 irn
0.015
- - Sukumar and Brink calculations
—  Quantum mechanical calculations (Fresco)
0.010
I—
CD
E2 0.005
0.000
-0.005 150.0 180.0120.030.0 60.0 90.00.0
Centre of mass scattering angle 0„ (degrees)
Figure 4.1: Comparison of the Sukumar and Brink predictions for ^ 2i(^a)
and T2 2 (Ps) (dashed lines), equations (4.4.45) to (4.4.47), against quantum mechan­
ical coupled channels calculations performed by Fresco (sohd lines).
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"Li on ^®Ni at 10 MeV, Q,, = -3.666 fm
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Figure 4.2: Plot showing T^^^dg) (solid Hne) and (dashed line) versus
scattering angle, as calculated by the TuU’ Sukumar and Brink calculation. Note 
the non-zero T^^^dg) breaks the ‘shape effect’ relations, equation (2.3.31).
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Ratio of analysing powers in the SB frame
\ i  on at 10 MeV, Q, ,=-3.666 fm^
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Figure 4.3: Plot showing the violation of the ‘shape effect’ relations, equation
(2.3.31), as a ratio of T ^ (^ g ) to T ^ (^ g ), as calculated by the ‘full’ Sukumar and 
Brink calculation.
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C h a p ter  5 
D iscu ss io n  o f  R esu lts
5.1 D isc u ss io n  o f ‘C la ss ica l’ C a lcu la tio n s
The method of calculating indicated in Chapter 3 using the tidal symme­
try  formalism and classical mechanics, the ‘classical’ calculation, fails to predict the 
analysing power correctly. W ith this ‘classical’ calculation the Madison analysing 
power T 2 o{ 0 s  — > t t )  is predicted to be y % ,  equation (3.3.45). This is equal in magni­
tude but opposite in sign to the value predicted by the Sukumar and Brink technique, 
equation (4.4.57), [Rob 94], Grawert [Gra 89] and Clement [Cle 70]. However, Graw­
ert [Gra 89] identifies two contributions to the scattering. One contribution from 
‘radial’ considerations the other from ‘angular’. The total analysing power is the 
sum of the two contributions.
^20 ‘Radial G r a w e r t ^  (5.1.1)
32^20 ‘Angular G r a w e r t ^  ~  ^ (5.1.2)
The value of J 2o(^3 — > tt) ,  equation (3,3.45), obtained from the ‘classical’ calcula­
tion used the potential given in equation (2.5.64). This potential is a central 
potential for each K  value and therefore only ‘in-plane’ or ‘radial’ contributions can 
arise from it by the classical mechanics used in Chapter 3. It therefore seems reason­
able tha t the ‘classical’ calculation calculates the ‘radial’ contribution as identified 
by Grawert.
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The quantity dP°^^{ôg)^ equation (2.6.68), predicts that the iso-centrifugal ap­
proximation should be best at backward angles. However, the results shown in 
figure 3.2 and equation (3.3.45) show that the iso-centrifugal approximation has 
broken down badly and that fails to predict this. The parameter
must therefore be inadequately constructed, failing to reflect the validity of the 
approximation made in equation (2.6.66).
5 .2  D isc u ss io n  o f  S u k u m ar an d  B r in k  C a lcu la ­
tio n s
In Chapter 4 we calculated the Madison analysing powers T2 o{0 g), T2 i{9 g) and T2 2 {0 a) 
to first order in ^ and % both analytically and computationally using the Sukumar 
and Brink technique [Rob 94]. The results of these calculations were in good agree­
ment with those performed using quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations 
with Fresco [Tho 88] (which calculates to aU orders of ^ and %). The two calculations 
diverged most for T20, as 6g  — > t t ,  by some 0.7%. The formula for T 2 o { 9 g )  given in 
equation (4.4.45) matches that given by Grawert [Gra 89]. As 9g — > t t ,  is given 
by equation (4.4.57), which matches the previous findings of both Grawert [Gra 89] 
and Clement [Cle 70]. Expressions for T2 i{ 9 g) and T2 2 {9 g) were not evaluated by 
Grawert in his approach [Gra 89].
The calculation of analysing powers in the SB frame, figure 4.2, shows that 
T2 ^ { 9 g) is non-zero hence the ‘shape effect’ relations, equation (2.3.31), are some­
what violated. Figure 4.3 shows the ratio of 7 ^ (^ g )  to Tj^(^g) displayed as a 
percentage. We can see that at backward angles the ‘shape effect’ relations are 
obeyed well but as scattering tends to forward angles so the ‘shape effect’ relations 
break down considerably.
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5 .3  T h e  ‘C la ss ica l’ C a lcu la tio n  th r o u g h  th e  S u k u ­
m a r an d  B r in k  T ech n iq u e
To help understand why the tidal symmetry approach fails to predict ^T 2 o{0 g) cor­
rectly, figure 3.2 was reconstructed using the Sukumar and Brink technique. The 
Hamiltonian used in the previous Sukumar and Brink calculations was, equation
(4.2.21),
If we apply the same approximation to the above Hamiltonian, h(t), as we did to 
Vq in section 2.5, equation (2.5.60); considering the most important part of the 
interaction to be at the distance of closest approach [Nis 85], [Gom 88] and putting 
the ^ axis along the orbit bisector, we approximate,
_  % ,(0, 0) ^  1  &^s(^)
Therefore equation (4.2.21) becomes,
hicit) = ^3^^  ^y  "^20, (5.3.3)
which is equivalent to the quadrupole term  of in equation (2.5.64). To first order 
in the Hamiltonian Hk , the time evolution operator U is found to be,
t/(oo, —oo) =  1 — ï ô r 2o, (5.3.4)
where,
G — 87)xcot^do{l — 9ocot0o). (5.3.5)
The derivation of G, equation (5.3.5), is given in Appendix C along with the first 
and second derivatives of G and their values as 9g — > tt. The contributions from
the A i’s, for U in equation (5.3.4), as 9g — > tt are also contained within Appendix
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c .  From Appendix C it can be seen that T 2 o { 9 s  — > t t ) ,  created from contributions 
from A 5 only is,
^ 20(^ 3 — tt)  =  ^ x ,  (5.3.6)
which matches both the result given in Chapter 3 for the ‘classical’ calculation of 
T 2 o { 9 s — tt ) ,  equation (3.3.45), and the radial contribution of Grawert, equation
(5.1.1).
Using the same computational method of calculation as used in the ‘full’ Suku­
mar and Brink calculation indicated in Chapter 4, equation (4.4.48), the analysing 
power ^T 2 o{9 b) was calculated for the time evolution operator in equation (5.3.4), 
for A 5 contributions only. We shall refer to this particular calculation as the ‘radial’ 
Sukumar and Brink calculation. This calculation took approximately 14 seconds of 
CPU time. It was found that this calculation of ^ 220(^3) differed from the ‘classical’ 
calculation of Chapter 3, figure 3.2, by a maximum of 4 X 10“'^%. The two calcula­
tions are not shown together on the same graph since they are indistinguishable by 
eye. Examining equation (4.1.17) we can see that A 5 is comprised purely of deriva­
tives with respect to 6 q and therefore with the Hamiltonian, h /f, given in equation
(5.3.3) wiU only give ‘radial’ or ‘in plane’ contributions. In other words Ag contains 
no operators which can change the spherical tensor T2 0  to some other T2 q.
5 .4  T h e  ‘C la ss ica l’ C a lcu la tio n  th r o u g h  Q u an ­
tu m  M ech a n ica l C o u p led  C h a n n els
The results obtained in figure 3.2 for the ‘classical’ calculation of ^T 2 q{6 b), given 
in Chapter 3, were also obtained using the quantum mechanical coupled channels 
calculation Fresco [Tho 88]. This was achieved by using the potential equation 
(2.6.64),
zf _  Zte^Q {IK20  | I K )
r 2 r s  ( 7 7 2 0  | J J )  '
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To calculate ^T2o(^a) using the potential , Fresco was run twice, once for each 
tidal spin value, =  |  and K  — Taking the cross-sections from these two calcu­
lations and using equation (2.3.34), ^T 2 o{6 s) could be found. Calculating ^T 2 o{9 g) 
in this way will be referred to as the ‘radial’ Fresco calculation. Fresco required 
approximately 12000 seconds of CPU time to perform the calculation for each tidal 
spin value.
It was found that this Fresco calculation of ^T 2 o{9 g) differed from the ‘classical’ 
calculation of Chapter 3 and the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation by a max­
imum of 1 X 10~^%. Again these calculations will not be compared graphically as 
they are inseparable to the eye. It is interesting to note the high degree of agreement 
between the calculations carried out using classical mechanics and those performed 
using quantum mechanics (Fresco). In terms of time the ‘classical’ calculation and 
the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation are far more economical than the ‘ra­
dial’ calculation using Fresco, requiring approximately 15 seconds and 14 seconds 
respectively, (running on a Sun Sparc Station 2) compared to 24000 seconds (12000 
seconds for each K  value) for Fresco (running on an Affiant FX2800 Concentrix).
5.5  ‘R a d ia l’ an d  ‘A n g u la r ’ C o n tr ib u tio n s  to  th e  
S c a tte r in g
Figure 5.1 is a plot of two Sukumar and Brink calculations for T^(^@). The first of 
these calculations is the ‘fuff’ Sukumar and Brink calculation of the analysing powers 
T2 ^ { 9 g) and T ^ (^ g ), the sohd and dashed hnes respectively, as already shown in 
figure 4.2. The second is the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation of 7 ^ (^ g ) , the 
dot-dashed line, plotted with its negative values. As discussed earher this ‘radial’ 
Sukumar and Brink calculation is in effect the ‘classical’ calculation of Chapter 3. 
It is found with this calculation that T 2 ^ [ 9 g), the dotted hne, is zero as Ag only 
contains derivatives with respect to 9q and so the spherical tensor Tgo of equation
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(5.3.3) will remain unchanged.
As can be seen from figure 5.1 the ‘full’ Sukumar and Brink calculation and 
the negative values of the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation are similar for 
aU angles, agreeing well as Qg — > t t .  As stated earher the ‘radial’ Sukumar and 
Brink calculation calculates analysing powers from ‘in plane’ or ‘radial’ contributions 
only. It predicts T2 q{0 s — > t t ) ,  equation (5.3.6), to be the same as the ‘radial’ 
contribution of Grawert [Gra 89], that is the negative of the correct value given by 
equation (4.4.57). Grawert [Gra 89] gives that, as 6 g — > tt, the ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ 
contributions are related by a factor of -2, see equations (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). Figure 
5.1 not only supports this but shows that the two contributions must be related by 
a factor of approximately -2 for all angles, not just as 9g — > t t .
5 .6  I so -C en tr ifu g a l A p p r o x im a tio n  A b o v e  an d  B e ­
low  th e  C o u lo m b  B arrier
The calculation of ^ T 2 q{9 b) using the potential and the iso-centrifugal approx­
imation by the ‘classical’, ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink and the ‘radial’ Fresco cal­
culations all fail to predict the analysing power correctly, though they are ah in 
close agreement with each other. We can conclude that for the reaction ^Li on ^®Ni 
at 10 MeV the iso-centrifugal approximation breaks down badly and tha t in the 
tidal symmetry basis the off-diagonal matrix elements of { IK 'J 'M j  | | I K J M j )
cannot be neglected.
We know from the work of others [Gom 88], [Khu 91] that the iso-centrifugal 
approximation in the tidal symmetry basis predicts the scattering effects for a 
quadrupole deformed spin |  projectile scattering from a spherical spinless target, for 
energies above the Coulomb barrier, to a large degree of accuracy. However, there is 
not yet a physical picture explaining why this calculation fails for electromagnetic 
reactions below the Coulomb barrier but it would seem that for such a reaction,
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since the forces are long range in comparison to nuclear forces, there is a distance 
over which a torque can act to skew the orbit from a plane [Gra 89], produced by the 
off-diagonal elements in L^. For nuclear forces the interaction is over such a small 
distance, by comparison, that there is far less opportunity for a torque to influence 
the orbit and hence the iso-centrifugal approximation works well.
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Plot showing comparison of various Sukumar and Brink calculations
^Li on at 10 MeV, 0^, = -3.666 fm^
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of analysing powers in the SB frame created by the ‘full’ 
and ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculations. Note that T2 ^ ( 6 g) from the ‘radial’ 
calculation is plotted with its negative values. The and from the
‘full’ Sukumar and Brink calculation are the sohd and dashed hnes respectively 
whilst T2 ^ [ 6 g) from the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation is plotted with the 
dot-dashed hne. The from the ‘radial’ Sukumar and Brink calculation is
zero for aU angles and is plotted with the dotted hne.
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C h a p ter  6 
S u m m a ry  an d  F u tu re W ork
6.1  S u m m a ry
The results and conclusions of the various calculations performed in this thesis were 
discussed in the relevant chapters. A summary of the Chapters is given below.
In C h a p te r  1 the aim of this thesis was stated: to investigate the vahdity of 
calculations predicting polarisation observables, using tidal symmetry and the iso­
centrifugal approximation for the elastic scattering of a quadrupole deformed spin 
I projectile from a spherical spinless target below the Coulomb barrier, considering 
re-orientation only.
In C h a p te r  2 coupled channels formahsm in both the channel spin and tidal 
symmetry basis was given and polarisation observables were defined. The Coulomb 
interaction potential was derived and from this a potential, diagonal in tidal 
spin is obtained. The Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter was given, which predicted 
tha t the iso-centrifugal approximation would be best at backward angles.
In C h a p te r  3 the scattering from the potential , using classical mechanics, 
was calculated. For the reaction "^ Li on ®®Ni at 10 MeV the analysing power ^ T 2 o(0 s) 
was calculated from equation (2.3.34) for all angles and an expression for ^T 2 o{6 s — > 
7t), to first order in %, was derived. From a rough comparison with experimental 
data [Gra 89] it could be seen that these predictions for ^T2o were of the wrong sign
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but approximately the right magnitude. Therefore the iso-centrifugal approximation 
breaks down badly and the Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter fails to predict this.
In C hapter 4 the Sukumar and Brink technique [Suk 93] was introduced. AU 
second rank polarisation observables were calculated both analytically and compu- 
tationaUy, to first order in ^ and %, in the SB and Madison frames. Details of 
the quantum mechanical coupled channels calculations using Fresco [Tho 88] were 
given. Good agreement was found between the predictions of the Sukumar and 
Brink technique and those obtained from quantum mechanical coupled channels 
calculations using Fresco and other semi-classical calculations by Grawert [Gra 89]. 
Exphcit expressions for T2 q{0 g — > t t )  were given which agreed with the previous 
findings of Grawert [Gra 89] and Clement [Cle 70]. The ‘shape effect’ relations, 
equation (2.3.31), were found to be obeyed weU at backward angles but broke down 
as scattering tended to forward angles.
C hapter 5 showed the ‘classical’ calculation predicted T2 o{0 e — > t t ) ,  equation 
(3.3.45), to be the same as the ‘radial’ contribution of Grawert [Gra 89], equation
(5.1.1), at backward angles.
W hen the Sukumar and Brink technique used the Hamiltonian hjc, equation
(5.3.3), (which is equivalent to the quadrupole term of equation (2.5.64)) and 
considered ‘radial’ contributions only through Ag, the results of the ‘classical’ calcu­
lation were reproduced to very good agreement. The same was found when Fresco 
was run twice with the potential , once for each tidal spin value, and equation 
(2.3.34) was used to provide values for ^ T 2 o{0 g). The good agreement between the 
calculations using classical mechanics and quantum mechanics should be noted.
Grawert [Gra 89] found that at backward angles the ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ con­
tributions to the scattering are related by a factor of -2. Figure 5.1 shows that 
these two contributions are related by a factor of approximately -2 for aU angles.
The reason why tidal symmetry and the iso-centrifugal approximation works
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well for reactions involving nuclear forces above the Coulomb barrier and not for 
electromagnetic reactions below the barrier is not certain, although the time for 
which a torque can act is suggested as a possible explanation.
6 .2  F u tu re  W ork
The Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter, predicts that the iso-centrifugal ap­
proximation is best at backward angles, however as we have seen the iso-centrifugal 
approximation breaks down badly for the reaction ^Li on ^®Ni at 10 MeV. Further 
work on re-examining and possibly re-structuring the parameter should pro­
vide a better understanding of its failure to predict the vahdity of the iso-centrifugal 
approximation. Such a hne of work may also yield the answer to why tidal sym­
m etry and the iso-centrifugal approximation works weh for nuclear forces above the 
Coulomb barrier but not for electromagnetic ones below it.
Due to the success of the Sukumar and Brink technique in predicting polarisa­
tion observables for the reaction considered in this thesis (where re-orientation only 
is considered) the possibility of trying to include inelastic scattering into the cal­
culations would seem reasonable. This may then aUow for direct comparison with 
experiment to be made. Calculations to further orders in % may also be useful.
As shown in Chapter 5 the ‘radial’ and ‘angular’ contributions to the scattering 
are related by a factor of approximately -2 for all angles. W ith further work it may 
be possible to mathematicaUy find the relationship between the two contributions 
by using Ag, A q and Ay.
In the experimental data given by Weller [Gra 89] only the analysing power 
T2 o{0 s) was measured. An experiment to measure the other T2 q{0 g) analysing powers 
would be useful to compare with the predictions of the quantum mechanical coupled 
channels calculations of Fresco, the Sukumar and Brink technique calculations and 
also the predictions given in this thesis for the vahdity of the ‘shape effect’ relations.
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Appendix A
R o ta tio n s  from  Sukum ar and  
B rin k  to  tra n sv erse  and  M a d iso n  
fram es
Using the expressions and conventions given by Brink and Satchler [Bri 62](p,53),
= (A .l)
P
where Tkp and 2%^  are irreducible tensor operators. The 13'')') are the matrix
elements of a rotation operator taking the old unprimed axes into the new primed 
axes and is given by,
Dpjia!l3'i) = {kp I | (A.2)
The angles a'(3'')' are the Euler angles defining the rotation. The first angle, ex!^  is 
a rotation around the z axis, the next angle, /3', a rotation around the new y  axis 
(created by the first rotation) and the final angle, 7 ', a rotation around the newest 
z axis. Because the basis vectors are eigenfunctions of we find equation (A.2) 
becomes,
D ^ ia '^ 'Y )  =  (A.3)
where d^q{(3') are reduced matrix elements [Bri 62](p.22).
The Sukumar and Brink (SB) frame is defined as having its z  axis along the orbit
bisector, the direction of momentum transfer ky — k%, and its x axis parallel to the
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normal of the scattering plane, n. Where n=ki X  k y /  | k% X  k y  | and is antiparallel 
to the orbital angular momentum.
X
Figure A .l: The Sukumar and Brink frame where the x axis is out of the paper.
The transverse frame is defined by the z axis along the normal to the scattering 
plane, n, whilst the y axis is along the direction of incident momentum, k*.
Qz
Figure A.2: The transverse frame where the z axis is out of the paper.
The Madison frame is defined by the z axis along the direction of incident mo­
mentum, ki and the y axis along the normal to the scattering plane, n.
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Figure A.3: The Madison frame where the y axis is out of the paper.
To go from the Sukumar and Brink frame to the transverse frame a rotation of 
(0, |,^ o  — f) , in Euler angles, is necessary. To go from the transverse frame to the 
Madison frame a rotation of ( f , f , f  ) is needed. To go directly from the Sukumar 
and Brink frame to the Madison frame the rotation ( —| ,  6 q — tt, 0) is required. Using 
equations (A .l) and (A.3) it can be shown that.
'T ., =  g) (A.4)
and.
(A.5)
(71.6)
For computational calculation, once the are known, it is most convenient to 
rotate to the transverse and then to the Madison frame since both these rotations 
require the same d^g(^). This requires the storage of only one matrix, whose elements 
are fixed, rather than a matrix whose elements change with Bq. The calculation of
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changing phases is trivial by comparison. The m atrix (^)  is given below
V
( A . 7 )
/
where the convention used is that the rows represent initial states and the columns 
final states with the ^22(1 ) element in the top left hand corner.
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Appendix B
O rbit F u n ction s G 2 Q, G 2 2  and  
O rb ita l A n gu lar  M o m en tu m  
F u n ctio n s L, ^
The orbit function G2 0 , equation (4.2.33), and its derivatives are given by,
G20 =  d" (1 — OoCotôoŸj , (B . l )
20 ~  • (^—2cos9osin^9o — 2cos9osin9o —d9o sin'^Bo
SBocos^Bo) , (B.2)
(l2cos^BosinBo — 2cos2Bosin^Bo d- 2sin^Bo oBq sin^Bo ^
—QBocosBosiji^Bo — \2 B q co s^ B ^  . (B.3)
The orbit function G22, equation (4.2.34), and its derivatives are given by,
G2 2  =  \ / 6?y% ^  _  OocotBo)^ , (B.4)
5 G22 _  ( —'^cosBosin^Bo +  2cosBosinBo +  cos^BosinBo — 3^ oC05(9o') , (B.5)uBq sin Bq \ o /
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( —-cos 2 ôosin^6 o — l 2 cos^OosinBo — 2sin^Bo-\- oBq stn^Bo \  3
QBosin^BocosBo +  1 2 Bqcos^Bo^ . (B.G)
In the limit when  ^ 0 it can be shown that,
G2o{Bo — > 0) — ~7}x j (B .7)
— > 0) =  — ( B. 8) 
— > 0) =  (B.9)
G22(0o — > 0) =  (B.IO)
^ ( e „ ^ 0) =  - ^ T O « o ,  (B .ll)
=  (B.12)
The orbital angular momentum L  is given by,
L = rjhtanBo- (B.13)
As Bq — > 0,
L{Bq — > 0) =  TjhBo. (B.14)
The derivative is,
^  1 
dL /  77 (^1 +  tan^Bo)
As Bq )- 0, o )
nn-
(B.15)
(B.16)
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Appendix C
T im e  E v o lu tio n  O p erator for hjç
The Hamiltonian used in the Tulh Sukumar and Brink calculations was, equation
(4.2.21),
'{t) ■ '  ,
Due to the ^  dependence of h(t) the interaction is at its strongest at the distance of 
closest approach. Because of this we can approximate the argument of the spherical 
harmonic to always be along r  at the distance of closest approach; along the z axis,
Y2, m ) . y 2,{o, o) 1 j t
r^(t) -  r^{t)  ^ ^
Therefore equation (4.2.21) becomes,
(C.2)
which is equivalent to the quadrupole term  of in equation (2.5.64). From equa­
tion (C .2) we find that [hK{t),hK{t')]—0 and so for this particular Hamiltonian 
equation (4.1.8) can be solved exactly. However working to first order in Q,
U{t^—oo) = l  — j  ;^3^^,j^2o(0,0)r2odt'. (C.3)
This gives,
U(t, -o o ) =  1 -  / g  (C.4)
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By defining G  as,
(G.=)G ^ h 2 J-oo r^{t')
it can be shown tha t in the Sukumar and Brink frame for a standard orbit,
C/(oo, —oo) =  1 — z(5r 2o. (G.6)
To evaluate the integral in equation (0.5) for G it is convenient to use the so called 
Alder and W inther coordinate system ‘A’ [Aid 75] in which the 2: axis is set along 
the direction of the orbital angular momentum and the x axis along the direction 
of momentum transfer, — k^, the orbit bisector. Using this system we see tha t 
[Aid 75](p.51),
7* =  o-c [ecoshw +  1], (0.7)
and,
t — — [esinhw , (0 .8)
where is the Ooulomb length, v  the initial relative velocity of the two nuclei, 
e the eccentricity of the orbit and it; is a dimensionless parameter introduced so 
that a parametric representation of a hyperbola can be used. Note that in this
coordinate system the eccentricity of the orbit is related to the scattering angle 6 g
by the relation.
Recreating the integral in equation (0.5) by using equation (0.7) and (0.8) we 
obtain,
G = ^ r  n  , (G.IO)va^ J-oo  (1 +  e coshwy
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This integral is addressed by Gradshteyn [Grd 65] and can be evaluated using, 
/• (A  -f Bcoshx)dx aB  — bA sinhxJ (a +  hcoshxy [n — l)(a^ — 6 )^ [a +  hcoshxy~^
[n — l)(uA  — hB) +  (n — 2)[aB — bA)coshx dx1 r 1 )[a 6i?j o j  .
[n — l)(u^ — b^) J (<x +  bcoshxy~^
where a, b, A and B are aU constants. To do the integral on the right hand side of 
equation (C .ll)  we can use other expressions found in [Grd 65](pl08) which are,
f dx 1 . fb  + acoshx\/ ----- :-----— =    ~T arcsin    — , (C .12)J a-\- bcoshx (52 _  ^^2^ 3 \ a  +  bcoshx J
for b^  > a? and æ > 0, and,
f dx 1 fb -^ a c o sh x \/ ----- 1-----r~ = ~Z ZT arcsin    —  , (C.13)J a-}-bcoshx (6  ^ — <1 )^2 \ a - \ - bcoshx J
for b^  > and æ < 0. For further convenience we can take a factor of ^  outside 
the integral in equation (C.IO), so we have
r  ( 4- ^  h (0.14)7-00 [vu +  coshwrJ oo (t y  ’
where ur = K Using equation (C .ll)  and then both (C.12) and (C.13) to do the 
integral we obtain,
1 2 /  riJG = — sin
Now using the fact that u7 ~  ^, £ = - ,  9g = tt — 29q, the definition of 77, the 
Sommerfeld parameter, and % given in equations (4.2.27) and (3.3.16) respectively,
Q ZpZtC^X
we find.
Szpal ’ hv
G ~  Sr]xcot^9o (1 — Oocotdo) . (C.16)
The first derivative of G is given by.
oTT — (^Bocos^do — sin29o — -sin29ocos^9o) . (C.17)
0 6 0  siuWq \  2 y
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The second derivative of G is given by,
i^ ts in ^ O Q C o s ^ Ô Q  — Q 6 o s in '^ 6 Q C o s 9 Q  —  1 2 9 q Co s ^ 9 q -\- 
O O q S%71 9 q ^
2sin^9o +  9sin9ocos^9q -f 3sin9ocos'^9oj . (C.18)
As 9q — >^0 we find that,
G{So ^  0) =  | t o  ( l  -  l^ o )  , (C.19)
— > 0) =  ——rix^o, (C.20)
and
d ^ G  16— («0 0) =  - - T O .  (0.21)
Note tha t the value of G is the same as Ggo as — >0.
C .l  E v a lu a tio n  o f  O b serv a b les for U =  1 — i Gr 2o
For U in equation (5.3.4), polarisation observables were only evaluated analytically 
as 9g — > 7T. To first order in 1 and %,
T i o % { 0 ,  ^  t t )  =  j x ,  ( 0 . 2 2 )
î ’2®±2Ab( « » ^ ’t) =  0 , ( 0 . 2 3 )
T i o \ { e s — ^ - ^ )  =  - i X ,  ( 0 . 2 4 )
Î ’2 ± ® A .(» . — 2r) =  - 7 | x ,  ( 0 . 2 5 )
ïlü fd i , ( 4 .  TT) =  --4:%, ( ( ] . 2 6 )
2 ' 2 ± l A , ( » . ^ ’r) =  , / f x .  ( 0 . 2 7 )
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Summing the above to give the total analysing powers,
24 ^ (C.28)
and.
^  t t )  =  0 . (C.29)
Note that as 9g — > tt, Ag for the time evolution operator
used in this Appendix, are the same as those found in section 4.4 for the ‘fuU’ time 
evolution operator given in equation (4.2.24).
Equation (C.28) predicts T2 ^ { 9 g ----> tt)  to be — however from Chapter 4 we
know that this is incorrect. In obtaining equation (C.28) all the contributions from 
the A i’s have been included, therefore the fact that it is wrong must arise from the 
approximate time evolution operator used, equation (5.3.4).
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